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Editor’s NotE
I am extremely enthusiastic to present this seventh issue of the We‘Ced publication. 

Since its inception We‘Ced has provided the stage for sharing youth experiences through 
journalism that elevates their voices in Merced. You’ll read in their stories not just some-
thing meaningful to them but also something that connects to all of our lives.

In telling their stories, the youth reporters expand awareness about important issues—
such as immigration, self-confidence, substance abuse, and police brutality—that are expe-
rienced and deeply felt. Participating in We‘Ced provides them the opportunity to report 
back to the community by sharing what they have witnessed, documented, and reported. 
We‘Ced reporters have a variety of personal reasons for participating in community jour-
nalism and one value that is common amongst each member is the understanding that 
narratives have the power to positively impact others. It is a chance to connect with a peer 
and affirm that the process of growth is aided through connection with others. The youth 
of We‘Ced have made that value more than apparent by leading change that they want to 
see. Whether directly impacting Merced by actively proclaiming to residents and leaders 
that young people do care about expressing themselves, or reporting back on what has 
happened in the community, the reporters demonstrate an interest in improving their own 
lives and the lives of others. Being heard by producing multimedia projects that prioritizes 
the perspectives of marginalized youth is ultimately the kind of cultural shift society needs.

Alyssa Castro
We’Ced Youth Media Program 
Coordinator

Squid Lee Squid
Squid Lee Squid is We’Ced’s resident underwater friend, though he stays above water 

most of his days. With each of Squid Lee’s tentacles and arms, he reaches out to do all 
the media he can, sometimes juggling it all at once.

Some may think squids are slimy, or even gross, but Squid Lee is a soft and caring 
creature. He’s always there for We’Ced members when they need a helping hand (or 
seven).



Imagine having to go to a whole new country, being surrounded by unfamiliar people and a new language, and not know-
ing what to expect. That’s exactly what my mom experienced on her journey to the United States, just as many others have. 
In hopes of a better future in mind, they undergo many obstacles.

My mom left her small town home at 14 years old to work in the city of Chihuahua and help provide for the rest of her 
family. A family had taken her in and her work included babysitting, cleaning and cooking. She continued to work in different 
homes doing the same thing until she was 19 years old.

At 19, she discovered she was pregnant. At the time, her boyfriend was nowhere to be found. She had not heard from 
him since his trip to the U.S., and was already assuming that she had to be on her own. Little did she know, her boyfriend 
was in jail in the U.S. for his bad decisions. 

“...era como sentirse superwomen, que lo puedes todo… no era miedo al embarazo, no era miedo a la responsabilidad, sino que 
más bien para mi era miedo a la reacción de tus abuelitos y a saber que  los iba a decepcionar con todo, que para ellos era lo más 
peor del mundo.”

She feared disappointing her parents and expected a displeased reaction. When they found out, being the traditional people they were, they wrote 
her off saying she would be the talk of town and an embarrassment to them. Their response to her pregnancy pushed her towards her decision of 
going to the U.S.

Her boyfriend was finally able to contact her while he was still in jail. She was disappointed being in this situation where as much as she wanted 
things to work out, she couldn’t really do much.

“Ya no estaba en mi querer un futuro con tu papá, porque me sentía bien decepcionada de él. Era más como la oportunidad para que tu nacieras acá, pero 
a la misma vez decía, es una tontera pues si aqui en mexico tengo todo.”

He wanted her to go to where he was in the U.S., but she wasn’t sure if she actually wanted to. She was confused and didn’t know what the 
best option for her and her baby was. She did want her baby to be born in the U.S. and be able to start her family. But at the same time, she ques-
tioned whether or not it was a smart idea to go with the father of her child, who was now considered a criminal, when she was at a place she was 
familiar with and was even offered help from the family she was working for. It seemed easier to stay where she was, close to her own family and 
surrounded by supportive people.

Still, as scared and unsure as she was, she decided to give it a try and went to Tijuana.
“En el camino yo me decia todavia me puede regresar, no puedo ser tan pendeja, todavia me puedo regresar.”
But she continued and ended up meeting her mother-in-law, who was going to be with her when she was going to cross, since her boyfriend was 

prohibited from leaving where he was living in Merced due to his probation regulations.
She said that without warning, as soon as she arrived at Tijuana, they began getting ready to cross the border. She first tried crossing with papers 

of another person, and was immediately caught. She had no idea of what to expect of the process and didn’t even know any English.
She was sent to a separate room where they began questioning her. They asked about the papers she was using, accused her of carrying drugs 

and assumed that the pregnancy she said to have had was false. They made her strip down completely, and were demanding for an x-ray testing to 
assure there were no drugs being transported in her belly. They pushed her stomach trying to “feel” if there were drugs inside when she was already 
four months pregnant.

Although it wasn’t much, they also threw away every single item she was carrying with her. After the humiliation, they took her into yet another 
room and was told to stay there until someone reviewed her case and decided whether to lock her up or send her back to her country. She was 
there for three days without proper hygiene and decent meals.    

When she was finally released, she found herself back in Mexico, and ready to go back home.
“Ya no mas estupideces, ya no más pensar en nadie más,” she would tell herself. But then she saw her mother-in-law and was surprised by her boy-

friend, which made her change her mind about leaving and no longer trying.
From there on, she and her boyfriend lived near the border trying to find coyotes, or guides, so she could cross. For about a month, she was 

constantly trying to cross with many different coyotes they heard about. The trips would start at night, where she was told to run, drop down and 
jump randomly where she couldn’t even see.

She feared for her baby’s safety and her own, especially when they weren’t allowed to bring anything, not even water, with them. Throughout 
many of her journeys, she experienced others’ struggles and her own that made her reflect on whether it was all worth doing or not. From 
getting stuck on a fence, suffering from thirst and hunger, suffering from extreme weather conditions and having to live through it all on her 

From Mexico to the US

by Cassandra Avitia
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own, it was all too much of a risk.
Until finally, after many attempts, she made it to the other side. But to her misfortune, it 

did not end there. After successfully crossing, she and many others were brought to a building 
where el coyote made them stay until family members were accounted for with the money 
that was now owed. She met people that were said to have been held for weeks, months and 
even over a year. Luckily, it didn’t take too long before her brother and boyfriend had the 
money ready, and agreed to meet somewhere where they were able to make the exchange. 

Now in the U.S., she had to learn everything from scratch. She had to memorize what 
streets she had to walk to be able to simply go to the grocery store. She had to learn how to 
live with four other people she didn’t know well and wasn’t accustomed to. She had to figure 
out where to go to get medical check-ups, especially since she was expecting a child.

Even years later, she continued to figure things out. She had to find a school for her first-
born to go to. She had to get a job where she noticed she really needed to learn English to 
maintain it, which lead her to sign up for classes.

While she gives credit to her sister-in-law for helping her out throughout the years since 
her boyfriend was always busy working, I still think it took a lot of effort and courage for her 
to get to the point she is now. Her journey that lead her to the U.S. is truly admirable.  

5

Learning about Identity and Cultura through Joven NobleRise & Lift:
When I first started going to Joven Noble this summer, I was not really sure what to expect. My mom thought it would 

be good for me to be a part of the program since I wanted to continue my journey of self-healing. I’m only 15-years old, 
but I’ve been through a lot of trauma. 

The first day I attended, I was welcomed with open arms and with love. I admit, I came in with a bad attitude but those 
feelings quickly left. I felt that even though I was negative at the time,  my mentors, Jesse Ornelas, and Isai Palma, accepted 
me for who I was, flaws and all. 

Joven Noble is a cultural program for youth that are at risk of being incarcerated, joining a gang, or have dropped out of 
school. This program is part of the National Compadres Network which is a statewide group that seeks to connect young 
men of color with adult men of color for mentorship and guidance using indigenous practices such as Palabra which em-
phasizes keeping your commitments. In Merced the Joven Noble group is named Rise & Lift, to affirm that when we rise as 
individuals we are able to uplift our communities. I fall into these categories due to my mom and dad being formerly and 
currently incarcerated.   

What I have learned from Joven Noble is how to be a better young man for my family. The program has taught me to be more loving toward 
women and approach them with the utmost respect they deserve as bearers of life. 

I have also learned more about my culture as a Chicano and my gender identity as a male. I am still learning conflict resolution and how to remain 
in my dignity while dealing with difficult people or situations.

Before Joven Noble, I was extremely moody, kept to myself, and at times was defiant. I felt as though I did not have the tools within myself to deal 
with everyday life. There were times I would just break down because I could not function through a problem. I was angry because my father has 
been in jail for close to five years and I did not have that male role model I needed to mentor me in a positive way. If someone was rude to me, I 
would snap back. If something was too hard, I would shut down. 

Now, I have learned tools to push through a problem and see them as ways to improve myself while also learning from mistakes. This has enabled 
me to see past my own problems and help tackle issues in Merced and the Central Valley. I’ve learned that I have power and so does my community.

In Merced County, Joven Noble can teach other young men like me necessary life skills. Many young guys my age grow up without a positive male 
role model. Gangs, drugs, and incarceration are the norm for Black and Brown boys here. If Joven Noble continues to grow there will be  healing 
in our communities. Joven Noble will break cycles of men growing up thinking they have to be tough and not show emotion. 

My biggest takeaways from this program is that I am more comfortable forming new relationships and speaking my truth in order to heal 

by Jeremiah Castillo

A portrait of the author’s mother. (Cassandra Avitia)



Voice is shaky and hands were sweating I was a nervous wreck. Being terrible at speaking out loud while having no con-
fidence. It seemed like there was no hope. Thankfully, meeting new people helped me gain confidence.

One of my close friends, Gabriela, recommended me to work with her in a program named We ‘Ced Youth Media which 
was a youth program. I agreed to check it out. 

About a week later Gabriela contacted me saying she asked her boss if I could visit the group and told me “I’ve contact-
ed my boss! She happily agreed and has requested if you can come next Tuesday?” I responded, “I’m able to go next Tuesday, 
it sounds good to me, thanks!” Monday came while Tuesday was just around the corner. I was nervous even though I knew 
it was a small group. I couldn’t help myself because it was hard for me to speak out loud in front of four or more people. I 
was anticipating being questioned and felt I would respond nervously. It felt like I would go crazy with uneasiness, but when 
I least expected it, Tuesday was already here.

Heading towards the office in the car, all I could think about is if I really belonged there or if I would fit in. As we step 
in I see an office space with different sections, in the middle of the room there were tables, chairs, and people. All of the 

people were sitting in a group, they were all young, ages 14-25. I was nervously following my 
friend around and sat with her in the small group while everyone faced each other. Then 
came the time when we started the meeting, one by one everyone introduced themselves. 
When it came to me, I felt everyone’s eyes stare at me and my face turned red. My voice 
sounded shaky but, I did it!

At the time, who would have known by joining such a group, as a job would lead me 
to much bigger things. Getting to be present at events with hundreds of people attending, 
promoting events or covering them through media for my job has made me step out of 
the circle of modesty I was in. I have gotten to know everyone in We ‘Ced, which has made 
me feel more comfortable around others and has encouraged me to meet new people and 
gain new experiences. It’s been many months since I’ve joined, almost completing a year. 
Seeing myself where I was before to who I am now, I can see a change within myself. This 
changed my life by encouraging me to believe in my dreams and to enjoy life more instead 
of being serious all the time. Little by little, by remaining a member of We ‘Ced, I will have 
more passion in what I’m doing by becoming a better person.

Sometimes making a change is for the best so you can run the extra mile.

Merced Rise & Lift youth group recognized by the Merced Union High School District Board, becoming the first Merced 
High School cohort to graduate from the El Joven Noble youth program in Merced. Jeremiah Castillo pictured third from 
the left.  (Courtesy Building Healthy Communities Merecd)

my pain. I am more confident when dealing with issues as they present themselves and also developing my leadership. While I am participating in 
Joven Noble, I hope to one day mentor other young men and create better opportunities for them in the future.

I used to not identify as anything because I felt like since I do not speak Spanish I couldn’t be Chicano, but that was a false ideal. My Chicano roots 
are those of warriors who honor our women as sacred blessings. This was hard for me because 
due to racial bias here in Merced, Brown folks are treated secondary citizens to White people. I 
am proud of my cultura (culture) and all of the many ways we contribute now and in the past to 
change. We are humble people, but we fight for what is righteous.
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Gaining Confidence

by Breanna Flores

Breanna Flores with fellow We’Ced members Victor Seguin and Layla 
Ornelas following producing a video. (Alyssa Castro)
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According to my mother, my father has always been one to drink alcohol, especially when he was feeling a lot of emo-
tional pain. In one of my conversations with my mom about my father’s drinking habits, she said that he would drink in 
order to “take away the pain,” even when they were just teenagers.

But his drinking was never very prevalent or as bothersome in my life as it was last summer. I was 14 years old, and I 
spent every weekend at my father’s house, which was a trailer in an Atwater trailer park he had just moved into with his 
wife and six kids. 

There was a decline in how present my father was in my life over the last two years, which was the worst time for my 
father to start slipping away because it was a “dark time” for me and I could have used him on my team.

Last summer, my pops started to drink more and more. It was the worst his drinking had ever been. Last summer, he 
drank every weekend with his friends, our neighbors in the trailer park or by himself from when he got home from work 
until he passed out. Regardless of his drinking, I loved my father so I still went over every weekend no matter how bad it 

hurt me to see my father drunk and absent. 
The kids, my father’s wife and I tried to keep the mood light. When my father passed out, we would take off his work boots and paint his toe-

nails, I would draw with the kids when his wife wasn’t around or after I put the younger ones down, the oldest of my younger siblings Nathan and 
I would play video games or just talk. 

My father is a good man, but that didn’t show when he was drunk. Within the same year, my father’s alcoholism got him in some trouble on more 
than one occasion, two of which ended up involving the police.

The first was when he got in a scuffle with someone and the police had been called and came to our house. My dad was taken away in handcuffs 
that night, but got off and was back at the house by morning pretending nothing happened. He was mad at me for saying something about it and for 
crying the night it happened. 

The second occasion was a lot more serious. He was drunk one night and both him and his wife took off separately. His wife caught her nephew 
with some drugs and took them from him. When my father got back, he and his wife got into a fight about the drugs. My father was outraged that 
she had drugs in his house as they are both ex-drug addicts, and he does not want them in his house or around his family. It turned into to a physical 
altercation and both left again. The wife’s sister came that night and stayed with me and the kids until the wife 
returned.

I do not remember when my father came back, but he was back home in the morning and he took me back 
to my mom. That night was the last straw and he had lost all my respect. I stopped visiting after that. I had lost 
all desire to see my father. 

I didn’t hear from my father for a while and I was okay with it.
My boyfriend at the time told me he saw my father’s mugshot online and was incarcerated for domestic abuse. 

My father’s kids stayed with my grandmother while his wife’s children lived with their aunt. At this point, I was 
boiled and wanted nothing to do with my father.

I went over to visit my grandmother and the kids one day that summer and while I was there, he called from 
wherever he was doing time and we talked on the phone. I remember him telling me he loved me. I said it back, 
but I tried to be apathetic and not care about anything he had to say. But my blank attitude did not last and I cried.

My father was released soon after and I tried to stay away, but I ended up visiting him and the kids because I 
missed them. I was mad. I never understood how my dad could do this to our family, but over time I grew to 
forgive him little by little.

I recently saw him again and although he put us all through a lot of pain, I managed not to have pent up ani-
mosity and a limited want to be distant from him.

He taught me valuable lessons with his drinking. I know because of my father that I do not want to be a drunk or to live in moderation. I also 
learned how to control my anger and how to forgive. My dad does not drink a lot anymore and from what he’s telling me, he is in an anger man-
agement program.

I am very proud of my dad despite every struggle he has been through or that we have been in together. He is being a good man and a 
good father to my siblings and that’s all that matters.

Message in the Bottles

by Stephanie Gurtel

A picture of Stephanie and her father 
taken in 2018. (Stephanie Gurtel)
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Depression is a very big issue that can’t just be fixed by telling someone to be happy. It’s also something that’s 
hard to understand and come to terms with. For me it’s something I still struggle to understand and even admit 
that I have. I’ve always told myself that I’m not depressed and that I was just going through a rough time in my life, 
but I’ve been going through that rough time for almost 7 years now. Only now after graduating high school and 
realizing how sad and lonely I’ve been have I been able to reflect on my life and understand that what I’m feeling 
and what I have been feeling for so long is depression.

I used to be a very happy and popular kid in elementary school, but then again who wasn’t. For those years I 
was at Charles Wright Elementary school and I believed that I would keep all of my friends and nothing would 
change. Sadly that wasn’t the case. Middle school came and it smashed all of my dreams of having fun in school. 
All of a sudden I was alone and being picked on for being different. I went from knowing everyone to being left 
alone and beat up and picked on daily for three full years. When I eventually went to high school, I had come to 
believe that I was worthless and just a waste of space. 

As a result of all of those years of bullying I made myself believe that being sad and unmotivated was normal. I began to purposely fail 
my classes because I believed there was no point to them if I was going to grow up to be a failure. It wasn’t until I became a junior in 
high school that I found out what being depressed meant. After learning what it was I told myself that there was no way that was me. I 
had been this way for years so it had to be normal for me and there was no way I was depressed. I did my best to convince myself that 
what I was feeling was normal and nothing more. All of these thoughts of sadness and self hate were just part of a long phase in my life 
that would come to pass by the time I was an adult. And so with that I think I gave myself permission to think even worse, so long as I 
told myself I wasn’t depressed. 

It didn’t take long for people to notice it too. My first two years of high school I sat alone for lunch and did my best not to speak to 
anyone. My third year I had been transferred to a continuation 
school, but I still hadn’t changed how I was acting. And that’s 
when the school took notice. I was brought to our school 
counselor and asked many questions about how I was feeling 
and if I was depressed. Of course I said no because to me that 
was admitting that these feelings weren’t supposed to be nor-
mal. I lied to them and myself and said I was fine. As the year 
went on, more and more, people would ask if I was OK and I 
would put on a smile and say I was fine. 

It wasn’t until this year that I finally came to terms with 
these feelings and finally admitted I felt depressed. Last sum-
mer I went to Sons and Brothers Camp and did a healing circle 
where we said what was troubling us. As my turn came up the 
only thing that ran through my head was all of those thoughts I 
had since the sixth grade. I spoke up about what I felt and in the 
end I felt like this pressure was lifted off of me. When I came 
home I decided to seek help and was told by a counselor that I 
indeed have depression. I wanted to argue and say that it wasn’t 
true, but I had been doing that for years. If I wanted to get better and become happier in life I had to understand that I was depressed. 
If I didn’t do that I wouldn’t be able to become happy. So now I’ve started a new chapter in my life. One where I can admit how I feel 

and now I can do what I can to change it.  Admitting that I was depressed was scary for me, but I’m glad I did because now I can 
start moving towards trying to become happy again with the help of people who know how to deal with it.

by Victor Seguin

Victor Seguin shares photo of his room and explains that he associates the condition of his room as a reflection 
of his current state of mind. (Photo by Victor Seguin)

Coming To Terms With Depression 
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High school is the last years of a young life before heading to college. You have four years to ready yourself 
for the future, from reading to writing and everything that can be in between. Senior year is not the easiest 
because it is the time where you choose the career and school you will move on to as your path that you will 
be taking. It can be very tough to make those types of choices. When you finally have a college you what to go 
to you then need to think about paying for school. Sometimes, 
more like most of the time, you can’t really pay for everything. 
That’s where scholarships comes in to help out students. But 
there are moments where students sometimes have to focus 
on the working on the scholarships by themselves. I know that 
personally, it is hard just to know what we have to do. It is also 
very difficult when many students might not know the resources 

to find scholarships. 
Resources for scholarships are hard to find because you don’t know who to ask or 

how to do things for it. When I was trying to get some done, I sure didn’t know what 
I was doing. It was kinda confusing because I didn’t get it. In the beginning it is always 
hard though when you start to go around and ask someone who can help. I lucky was 
in AVID, which helped me find my resources. AVID provided some information of what 
scholarships we could or should apply to and some things about the scholarships that 
have important details. You must read it to know what it asks for or who it is for. So I 
can’t say I was completely alone, but I mainly had to do it myself because I needed to 
focus on which scholarships I might be picking. It is always on you to work for what you 
aim for. That is when you start to think what you might be looking for in scholarships.

Being alone applying for scholarships is not helpless because you can still do it. Every-
thing isn’t easy, but it’s not hard to do it. Ask at school for help or around in the library. 
Though if you feel that they don’t provide it well, you can, and will, be able to do it on 
your own. You must remember some important things about scholarships. Letter of 
recommendations from teachers is also something that will help will get you the schol-
arship. Don’t forget when asking for one you must fill out a form that are for letter of 
recommendations that help teachers. Also always thank your to teachers that went out 
of there way to make it for you. I asked a couple of teachers where they were happy to 
give one. It is always a good idea to have more than one letter of recommendation. Lot 
of scholarships will like to read what teachers think about you and say, so you could be chosen for the scholarship. Many scholarships 
that I was able to pick I made sure that I put in efforts to let them see what I have done and did things. That is what scholarships are 
about, to find which students are willing to go to the distance and move forward. Always aim for the best for yourself and let yourself 
continue until you reach success for what you want to do. That’s what I did, for what I like and will do.

Give yourself some time, too, to make sure that you have everything done for the scholarships. Also, when turning in the scholarships 
find, due dates and turn them in at least a week before the. It will help you out and you won’t have to struggle the on the due day es-
pecial because some scholarships want them before it is due.

Some of the scholarships young people should go for is the Bloss Scholarship and the Genertic Scholarship. Always be alert to the 
due days, what you have to have, and make sure you have plenty of time to get it all done. That is the top thing you should remem-
ber is you don’t need to worry that you are alone. That is totally okay because you can totally do it. 

by Gabriela Morales

New Openings From New Life Chapters

A portrait of the author at her university.
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When I first started high school, I wanted a new beginning. I wanted to be a better person than I was in middle 
school because I felt that I was an average person—I never felt excellent. I have always been an average person. I 
didn’t know how to be a straight A student. My freshman year, I had no friends. Walking into high school with no 
friends was very difficult for me because I always had someone to go with every time during lunch and during 
break. I met these two people that I felt like we connected. One of those friends invited me to join the soccer 
team so I did I tried out. During the season, I gained lots of leadership skills along with confidence.

I wanted to join soccer because I wanted to be involved and be able to represent the school outside of the 
campus. When I tried out for the team, I was very nervous, 
I had no experience and I knew other girls that were trying 
out had the experience they needed to make the team. I was 
scared that once I got on the field, I was going to make a fool 

of myself. As I approached the field, I felt nervous because I wanted to prove myself.  
Soccer tryouts lasted for a week, and then came the night that team members 

would be announced. I remember refreshing the page eagerly waiting to see the site 
post the team members. As I waited, I reminded myself to be proud of the effort I’d 
made in tryouts. After another refresh of the page, I was surprised to see my number 
listed in the members page! Even though I was not as skilled as others, I made the 
team. I felt confidence once again. Then began the four month soccer season.

Making the team brought me a lot of confidence outside of soccer. Being a Gaucho 
at El Capitan High School taught me teamwork and respect outside and inside of 
campus. I built a lot of friendships during soccer. The girls I became friends with were 
the most funny, hard working, caring people I have ever met and that brought a lot of 
positivity into my life. I will never regret all those difficult practices and all those times 
I pushed myself to do better. 

After joining the soccer team, I always wore number 14 and developed an attach-
ment to it. It gave me a sense of confidence in my identity as an athlete. I was no longer 
average student I was a student athlete. I gained teamwork skills, discipline, responsi-
bility. I felt like I had a sense of purpose on campus. Starting soccer in high school was 
the best thing that happened to me because now that I have graduated I took a lot 
of the skills I learned there and it made me a better person. I am now not scared to 
speak up, I have learned to work well with others, I feel confident and I am a health-
ier human physically and mentally. One quote I always stood by me through this high 
school soccer journey was, “When I think about quitting, think about why I started.”

by Nanci Morales

A portrait of the author from her soccer team.

Becoming More Than Average
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“I can’t do this,” I thought to myself, “I can’t.” I know I had to because every student was staring at me. I felt 
like I might pass out. Reading the words on the page was like rowing a boat without paddles. I felt scared that I 
might make errors. Just then, Mrs. Simpson startled me and said in a booming voice, “Are you ready to try your 
best?” I began to read and messed up on every word I came across. When I was done the class broke out in a 
roar of laughter. “Ha ha ha!” “She can’t read - you’re a loser!” At that moment I felt devastated. 

From that day on, I never read in front of students. That same day after the incident in class, Mrs. Simpson 
told me she was going to help me with my reading. I started staying with her after school sometimes I would 
stomp to her room because I thought it would be impossible to read. When we met, she would say “Now read 
this paper to me,” and I would.  Mrs. Simpson would ask me what I thought the passages meant. I thought it was 
tremendously hard so I screamed “I don’t know! -Gosh!” and left with a sneer. That night I went home thinking, 
“What if I could read better than my old self?” When I went to dinner I announced, “I will be seeing Mrs. Simpson 

for grammar lessons.”  On the next day it was raining. I went to Mrs. Simpson’s class ready to try again and she was there. I cleared my 
throat and said “I’m ready to try again.” She was surprised then said “Alright, then let’s start by reading the paper I gave you yesterday.” 
I got it out and read. I had courage on my side. My voice came to life as I read. 

When I finished Mrs. Simpson said I had improved. I knew I was supposed to dance in joy but I just stood there. I repeated the words 
she just said in my head. I responded by saying “I’m going to try again.” When I began a different article I read louder taking my mind to a 
quiet place. When the session was over I told her “Thank you!” running straight to the library. When I got the books I wanted I sat and 
read for an hour. As the hour passed by I felt the urgency to keep going and I did, walking and reading in a daze. A month later I didn’t 
even need help reading anymore. Kids didn’t laugh at me. Instead they gasped 
and said “Wow, great reading!” 

Mrs. Simpson was really proud of my improvement. She noticed how I was 
always reading a novel. One afternoon she approached me and said, “ I signed 
you up for a contest.” I just stared at her suspiciously and asked, “Does it in-
volve me reading?” She nodded and I relaxed. Then it felt as though a horse 
kicked me in the face. It wasn’t hard to accomplish something when you knew 
what you were doing, I thought. All I had to do was meet the requirements of 
the contest, which was simple: the only rule was that you can’t log something 
you read that was over three years ago.  It had to be a new book, which was 
pretty easy because the reading contest was easier than taking a math text. 
For the contest, all I had to do was make reading log about every book I read, 
which was not hard when you loved writing things that are important to you.

The day of the contest had arrived. I ran out and started writing logs about 
every book I had read those past months. When I looked up Mrs. Simpson was 
smiling and yelling “Yes! You can do it! Have courage!” she announced the class 
to order then said, “Ladies and gentleman! Today Ms. Price has won our first reading contest.” I was surprised. I was awarded a candy 
and a novel that was so big that I could stay in it for two months during summer break. I read every chapter carefully trying absorb the 
good parts. With the blink of an eye school was almost over in three weeks. I didn’t want to leave the best months of my life but I had 
to. I had read so many books, I had lost count of how many I had read.

The last day made me realize I will always be special and unique in my own way because a teacher once told me you always have to 
make the climb to make it there. I can still see Mrs. Simpson’s stormy gray and green eyes gazing at me. I could hear her telling me not to 
give up, telling me to make a clear path I wanted to walk. However, that’s not what kept me from failing, it was always the words 
on a page that kept me going. So if a student ever says it’s too hard, remember, you’re going to survive the journey like me.

Trust

by Cyana Price-Gilkey

Photo of the author’s book collection. (Cyana Price-Gilkey)



Lifeless in Merced
My friends asked me to hangout with them today,
I said okay knowing that I could.
But when after school rolled around we had trouble actu-
ally finding a place to hangout.

We look down the streets on our maps to find some 
place to hang out
But all we see are bars and gas stations.
Closest thing we can go to that is for kids somewhat our 
age are the parks
But they’re filled with homeless people or everything is 
filthy and broken.

We could hangout outside but we do not wish to possibly 
get shot or arrested by police for no legitimate reason.

Being a youth is so hard in a youthless town.

by Layla Ornelas
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Golden Dream
California, the Golden State
Is it “Golden” for its massive ag industry
Or the brown skies and littered earth

California, home of the city of angels
And the Golden Gate Bridge
It is also home to high crime rate
Cities and killer police

California, the land of opportunities
Or should I say the land of houseless
Veterans and families

Now I am not against California in any way
This is my home.

But my home is getting worse and worse
With every passing day.

Death, litter and lack of opportunities
Show their sullen faces around every corner

I want the Gold State to truly
Be Golden once more but not by trash and smog
But by the vast nature thrived here before.

Gifts of Giving
It’s wintertime, nothing better than drinking hot choco-
late and snuggling near a fire.
All your loved ones near and it’s the same each and 
every year.

How does that feel like?

My winters are long and cold with a thin blanket or 
sweater if I am lucky.
I’m scared to shower in fear of getting sick, food is 
scarce and heat is even more scarce.
My fingers and toes turn a purple tint from the nightly 
freeze.
Even now the gentlest breeze is slowly killing me.

You complain of luck of gifts and of lack of heat.
If you spare me a blanket that’s the best gift you can 
give me.

Desert City
Summer, the season of sun and water fun.

Not the case in California.

Here in Cali, we feel like blistering heat and dreadful lack of water.
In the Central Valley it is even more tortuous since the lack of trees and water is all 
too real.

While down in big cities they swim in pools and dance near the beach,
We are busy hydrating profusely and trying not to die from heat stroke.

But water is very hard to get or use down in the Central Valley.

Children cannot even cool off with a water hose or water balloon fight because 
we may get fired or get tickets for 
trying to cool off.
So our summer days are spent 
indoors away from the sun.
This is a thriving problem because 
this affects everyone in California,
Not just us in the Central Valley

Maybe one day we in the Central 
Valley can enjoy a water fight again.
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Murderous Men in Blue
The streets are empty and dark

I am calmly making my home
Just past the park

Suddenly I feel someone’s gaze on me.

All too quickly it gets hard for me to breathe

I turn around to see flashing lights of red and blue

I go to walk faster but I hear the
Thumps of someone’s shoes

A yell was heard and I turn around

It must’ve been too quickly cause
A bang was heard and I fell to the ground

Pain, erupted in my chest and blood filled my mouth

I look for an explanation as to what this was about

His dark beady eyes bore into mine

And I knew that this would be my
Last hello and goodbye.

He yells at his men and they search for a knife

They find nothing and realize
That they had no reason to take my life

I cough some more and blood fills my lungs

This makes me realize the end has finally begun

I hear the wial of sirens in the far end
Of the street.

But it doesn’t matter now,
They already killed me.

Anxiety
“Help me. I can’t breathe. I’m all alone.
Where are you? Who is this? Who am I?”

My breath gets caught in my throat
Causing my lungs to bring fire in on itself.

I choke and helplessly gasp at the air
Not reaching my lungs.
Their laughter fills my ears making them ring and my brain fills my ears making them ring
And my brain burst into a flurry of frantic thumps and thuds making my skull feel like 
it’s splitting
And my lungs like they’re being shredded

“Is that him? Oh god, he saw me. They’re looking at me. He thinks I’m weird, that’s why 
he left.
He hates me, that’s why he left.”

Your name falls like hollow chrome bars in an empty tiled hallway.
Immediately memories rush in and my body freezes then burns up.
My palms grow sweaty, my shows suddenly become interesting and my body is slowly 
collapsing in on me.

Suddenly this hallway is closing in on me and I don’t know if I know that I wanna lay my 
head down
And I don’t know if I know exactly what you’re talking to me about.
Someone told me that you saw me cry and berak down.
Do you know how hard it is to sit around and think about?

I almost never let my emotions get the best of me.
Especially when everything is hanging in the air we breathe.

“Will this end? Am I even alive? Help...”

My anxiety is getting the best of me and I want it to end. The therapy isn’t working, the 
medication is bullshit, my friends aren’t helping and I’m all alone.

Help me...

Help me...

Help me...

Walking on Eggshells
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Maybe it was the cotton candy like sunsets, or maybe it was the mountains surrounding the Yosemite Valley. Maybe it was 
the waterfalls, or the flowers. Maybe it was the people or that person. But I fell in love, fell in love with nature and myself.

Forty days out in nature was probably the best thing that could have possibly happened to me. In spite of the long hikes 
and the shortness of breath, I discovered a new profound love of nature and myself. 

Jun. 17, I began my journey to self-healing and self-happiness. I didn’t know how much of an impact this trip would make 
on me, but I was glad of the impact it did make. 

At first, I didn’t think I would be able to handle 40 days out in nature, especially with all of the new things I was about to 
endure such as backpacking for long distances, rock climbing, rappelling, river rafting and so much more. I was scared since 
I wasn’t in such a good place mentally or emotionally at the time.

I have heard before how self-healing nature is and how enlightened you could become just by spending a few days out 
in nature doing some self-reflecting. I was ready to heal and 
become a happier version of myself. I wanted to become the 

version of myself that everyone seemed to have me pictured as, because I liked her. I 
just knew that wasn’t me, I wasn’t her, at least not at the time. So when I had the op-
portunity too, I took it.

For me, it was more of a freedom thing. Being out there and feeling as if nothing can 
stop you. Feeling that you can do absolutely anything and everything. I was ready to 
heal, I was ready to be free of my fears and worries.

My first exercise in ARC [Adventure Risk Challenge] was to do some self-freeing. I 
vividly remember myself standing by this river with a heavy rock in my hand. I had told 
this rock all of my fears, worries, and experiences that have hurt me and that I felt I 
needed to let go. I then dropped this heavy rock into the river. The river, fast paced and 
beautifully violent, took the rock away immediately.

Instantly I felt lighter, I felt better, but I was still filled with hurt. I didn’t understand 
at first, I didn’t know why I wasn’t 100 per cent better already. I wanted to be healed, 
I wanted to be OK.

Someone special once told me you can only rely on other things, like rock throwing, 
but sometimes you just need to put in the other 50 per cent and make yourself happy. 
Valerie, my ARC mentor said, “You choose how you want to feel. You choose whether 
you want to be happy or not.”

I was depending on all of these other things to determine how emotionally and 
mentally happy I was. But I didn’t focus on my own sense of self. I figured out it’s not 
always easy to just be happy. Sometimes I will feel like complete crap, but for the most 
part, I am happy. Happy with life, happy with the people around me and happy with 
myself.

So maybe it was the bright stars at 9,000 ft. elevation, or maybe it was the meadows. 
Maybe it was the rivers or the animals, but I was happy with nature and happy with 
myself.

Maybe it was the late night talks, or the cold weather. Maybe it was the exciting new 
adventures, or the lifetime friendships I have made. But I fell in love with nature, and 
the life that I live.

by Aaliyah Jensen

Finally Happy: My Self-Healing Journey

Standing on top of a mountain at 8,000 ft in Yosemite National Park. 
(Stephanie Subdiaz)
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I knew at a very young age I never felt right or comfortable in my body. I felt 
weird, like I was inhabiting someone else’s idea of who I should be. I remember 
in kindergarten, I was made fun of and bullied because I was seen as a girl who 
played with boys and “toys that were made for boys.” I was never comfortable 
playing house; I wanted to play with Hot Wheels.

I knew then I wasn’t really a girl. I hated wearing my school uniform of an overall skirt. I hated not being able to wear 
pants like boys. I hated being told things I did weren’t “ladylike,” or that I should be ashamed for wishing I had the same 
toys as boys than girls.

As I got older, I knew I wasn’t straight. When I got into high school, I knew I was at the very least bisexual, because 
I was attracted to both men and women. But there was always this idea in the back of my mind that I didn’t feel like a 
girl. And in the midst of being a young adult, with expectations of the gender assigned to me at birth, I started feeling 
dysphoric.

The American Psychiatric Association defines gender dysphoria as, “Gender dysphoria involves a conflict between a 
person’s physical or assigned gender and the gender with which he/she/they identify. People with gender dysphoria may 
be very uncomfortable with the gender they were assigned, sometimes described as being uncomfortable with their 

body (particularly developments during puberty) or being uncomfortable with the expected roles of their assigned gender.”
In high school, I had a standard uniform of sneakers, jeans, and a button up short-sleeve shirt or graphic tees with classic rock bands on it. My 

hair was some shade of blue or green. I wanted to be a punk music historian or a comedy writer, spending most of my days as a homeschooled 
teenager devouring Patti Smith albums and old Saturday Night Live skits. I loved watching mobster movies like The Untouchables and I wrote 
noir fiction. I spent a lot of time being told this wasn’t “ladylike,” or that it was “unbecoming of a young woman.” I always wanted to shout back, 
“Maybe I’m not actually a woman.” But I was also afraid to break my own appearance and wear anything femme, because I was afraid it wouldn’t 
seem like me to other people.

That’s where everything felt weird for me, because I was aware of what being transgender meant. And I thought about it a lot, if I actually 
identified as a man, if I should go on hormones, if I should change my entire gender expression to match that. But I didn’t feel I was wholly a 
man, either. I felt like some kind of in-between that was never explained to me. Because I didn’t know what was going on with my mind and my 
body and the disconnect between it, I continued feeling dysphoric.

I was lucky in where I went to college: Mills College, a private liberal arts women’s college in East Oakland. I was 18, sitting in a traditional 
classroom for the first time in years after 10 years of being homeschooled. When we were asked to introduce ourselves, we were also asked 
to give our pronouns. I didn’t know anything about myself then, only that I was some kind of queer and attracted to more than one gender. I 
said I had “she/her” pronouns.

Over my five years at Mills, I learned more about gender, trans identity, and what it meant to be gender nonconforming and nonbinary. It 
wasn’t until my final year, though, at the age of 23, when I learned the phrase “genderfluid.”

My understanding of genderfluidity, as it pertains to me, was that there were days where I felt like a woman/femme, days where I felt like a 
man/masculine, days where I felt like both genders, days where I felt like no gender, or days where it’s just somewhere along the scale. When I 
heard it, I broke down into tears thinking, “Oh my god, it’s me. This is me. I’m finally understanding me.”

My dysphoria never really went away. It’s hard to when society still thinks of people as only men and women and nothing in-between; it’s hard 
when society expects me to conform. I do what I can to keep being true to myself, letting my gender expression and appearance dictate my way 
to feel like me. There will be days where I’ll go back to my high school uniform of jeans, sneakers, and a tee or short-sleeved button up; there’ll 
also be days where I’ll wear a skirt and a very masculine top and cowboy boots. I’ll wear makeup on days where I dress more masculine, wear 
my hair more masculine on days I dress femme.

When someone asks me now to introduce myself, I tell them my name, and that my pronouns are “they/them.” I use “they/them” not because 
it’s a way to throw people off and be a nonconformist, but because it makes me feel more whole as a person. The same reason I’ve become 
more comfortable with my appearance, that I tell them they can’t dictate how I should express my gender. It feels like I’m finally becoming one 
with my body after nearly 27 years of constant dysphoria.

I don’t allow myself to be defined by a binary, that there’s only ever two options. I’ve started to accept that everything is fluid, that things can 
change, and that one label may not define anyone forever. There’s always more than two options, there’s always more than way to 
think about one’s self. I’ll still keep fighting off the dysphoria and the pressure to conform, but as long as I’m true to myself, I’ll keep 
finding ways to feel whole.

No Binaries For 
This Non-Binary

by Jen Mac Ramos
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We’Ced Youth

My name is Breanna Flores. I'm 15-years-
old and I come from Merced. I've been in 
We'Ced for about a year and a half. One 
fact about me is that I know how to play 
the flute and I love BTS. 

My name is Stephanie Gurtel. My home-
town is Merced, Calif. and I'm 16-years-
old. I have been in We’Ced for one year. I 
support LGBT+ strongly.

My name is Victor Seguin. I’m 20 and from 
Merced. I’ve been a part of We ‘Ced Youth 
Media for four years. 

My name is Cyana Price-Gilkey I am 
15-years-old. I have been in We’Ced for 
a year now. It has changed me into the 
person I am today: to not be ashamed and 
that I’m smart and very talented. A fact 
that I want you guys to know is that I’m 
very passionate about photographing and 
art skills that make me feel calm and to 
help me express myself.

My name is Layla Ornelas and I’ve been 
in We’Ced for three years. I’m passionate 
about making money.

My name is Nanci Morales. I am 18-years-
old. I have been in We’Ced for two years. 
I am passionate about education. 



Media Cohort

My name is Cassandra Avitia and I have 
been a reporter for We ‘Ced for about 
three years. I am passionate about creat-
ing supportive environments for children 
and youth and being an active mentor.

My name is Gabriela Morales. I am 18 
years old. I am a pre-business major at 
Fresno State. I have been in WeCed for 
2 exciting years and I am very passion-
ate about drawing, writing, and listening 
to music.

My name is Aaliyah Jensen. I am a self pro-
claimed feminist. I am passionate about 
using my voice to stand up for others. I 
love photography, animals and make-up.

My name is Akina J.L. Westmoreland. I am 
17 years old and I have been in We ‘Ced 
for less than six months. I’m passionate 
about combating racism, bullying, and be-
ing knowledgeable of politics.

Jeremiah Castillo is 15 years old and in 
private school. His favorite thing to do 
on his free time is play video games and 
go for a run. Jeremiah wants to achieve 
greatness and do good in life. Jeremiah 
has been with We’Ced for over a year 
now.
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We’Ced Youth Media in 2018
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